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Spotlight on Social Learning 

February 2021: Respect Month 

This February we are celebrating Black History Month at Sistema Toronto by exploring our Social 

Curriculum theme, Respect. In the year that has passed since last February, we have seen the twin 

pandemics of racism and COVID-19 wreck disproportionate devastation in Black, Indigenous, and 

racialized communities, and seen the incredible lengths that people will go to do maintain our unjust 

and unequitable society. The Black Lives Matter protests that surged onto the streets in the aftermath of 

George Floyd’s murder in May 2020 provoked people all over the world to deepen their commitment to 

the fight for equality and respect and against racism, and to confront the unjust realities that surround 

us. 

For educators, hoping to help our students understand the systemic injustices of the present and the 

history that brought us to this point, these subjects can be challenging. For musicians, trying to make 

sense of artistic traditions that were shaped by practices and attitudes we now consider monstrous, it 

can be scary to confront the past. Classical musicians in particular are beginning to confront the reality 

that our art form has been deeply affected by white-supremacist ideas that have excluded composers of 

colour and dismissed their work as less “serious” than that of their white contemporaries. Learning 

about the harms perpetrated by people, institutions, and ideas that we once admired can be difficult, 

even painful. But for every statue that must be toppled, every tradition that must be re-examined, there 

are new ideas to be explored, and new heroes to be celebrated. 

Canadians often look on our own history with rose-coloured glasses, especially when it comes to anti-

black racism. It is much more comfortable to think of ourselves as the destination at the end of the 

underground railroad than to confront the fact that Ontario’s last segregated school closed in 1965, over 

the objections of local trusteesi, or that 48% of the students who were expelled from the Toronto 

District School Board between 2011-2016  were Black, even though they make up only 13% of the 

student populationii. It will only be possible to build a more just society if we confront these present and 

past realities. 

The more we learn about these present and past struggles, 

the more we discover that others have trod this ground 

before us, and that our troubled history is filled with people 

who struggled and sacrificed to make things better. It was 

Leonard Brathwaite, Canada’s first Black provincial 

legislator, who raised the issue in his first speech in the 

Ontario legislature on Feb. 4, 1964. By mid-March the 

Separate Schools Act was amended to remove all references 

to school segregation, and by January the following year the 

students of S.S. #11 were finally moved into integrated 

schools. 

https://www.tvo.org/article/the-story-of-ontarios-last-segregated-black-school?utm_source=cpc&utm_medium=google&utm_campaign=bhm&utm_content=&gclid=CjwKCAiAyc2BBhAaEiwA44-wWzKkrG33Z9EccMK7QAeGWhAUe-ltsPSH8TmMkglEShxfRLr-bHPrfBoCRBsQAvD_BwE
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Learning about these role models is especially important for our students, who so often envision their 

future through the examples they see around them. In a recent editorial for CBC News, KC Goundiam 

argued that in addition to celebrating elite athletes, politicians, and pop stars, there is an urgent need 

for “Black role models who aren't mega-celebrities, but who occupy leadership positions across the full 

spectrum of mainstream, everyday life instead of battling to get in the dooriii.” Our Social Curriculum 

activities for Respect month focus on four such role models, including both mega-celebrities of today 

and leaders from the past who deserve more attention, that we are calling Canadian Music Heroes. Each 

activity covers key biographical information about the composer, a short documentary about or 

interview with the composer, a recording of their music, and a short example of their music to learn on 

their own instrument. 

Sistema Toronto, “Canadian Music Heroes”, February 2021 

For our students, the idea that there might be a shortage of Black musicians to celebrate might seem 

absurd. Today’s music is dominated by musicians of colour, and it is hard to imagine that previous 

generations of composers struggled to have their work recognized by white audiences or that 

historically Black musical styles like hip-hop and R&B were once excluded from mainstream music 

channels. The most important and influential Canadian musician alive today is undoubtedly Aubrey 

“Drake” Graham, the first of our Canadian Music Heroes. 

Drake grew up in Toronto and first entered the public eye as an actor in television series Degrassi: The 

Next Generation. Graham’s character, Jimmy Brooks, is a promising young basketball player who loses 

the use of his legs after being shot by a classmate, and becomes a rapper. After a successful run on the 

show, Graham began recording music and releasing it independently. His first mixtape netted $304 in 

royalties, but within a few years Drake was a star, and today he is one of the bestselling artists of all 

time. 
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Aubrey Drake Graham, Toosie Slide, Cello, Arr. by Sistema Toronto, 2021 

Drake is undoubtedly a mega-celebrity, but he is also a tremendously skilled and talented musician, and 

an influential composer. He is often described as the originator of the “Toronto sound”, a melancholy 

and intimate, slow-paced and spacious style of writing that has come to inspire a generation of new 

musicians in and outside of his hometown. Most of our students are casually familiar with Drake’s 

music, and his profile as a celebrity, but to truly honour him as a musician we need to present his music 

to our students as a worthy object of respect and attention, challenging our students to analyze his 

musical style, his incredibly sophisticated rhythmic language, his clever use of harmonies, and his 

experimentation with musical form, just as we might with a dead white composer like Beethoven. 

Reaching back one generation, our second 

Canadian Music Hero is “Maestro Fresh 

Wes” Williams. Williams grew up in the east 

end of Toronto, and became the first 

Canadian rapper to make it onto the 

Billboard Top 40, to have a single certified 

Gold or an album certified Platinum, and 

became the first hip-hop artist ever 

nominated for a Juno award. Inspired by the 

Tuxedo Royale shop in the mall where he 

was working, Williams called himself the 

Maestro, and infused his early videos with 

images and lyrics inspired by classical music. 

At the time, there were no mainstream hip-

hop radio stations, and hip-hop was just 

beginning to be accepted by white 

audiences. Williams went on to mentor 

generations of hip hop artists, including 

Choclair, Saukrates, Kardinal Offishall, and Drake himself, but at the time he was nominated for his first 

Juno there was no category for hip-hop or rap, and no industry of producers and promoters to help him 

achieve lasting success. 

As we reach further into the past, the effects of exclusion and discrimination on our featured artists’ 

careers become ever more apparent. Our third Canadian Music Hero is Salome Bey, Canada’s First Lady 

of the Blues. Bey moved to Toronto in 1964, having grown up in New Jersey and made a name for 

herself as part of a jazz trio with two of her siblings, Andy and the Bey Sisters. Having established herself 

as a mainstay on Toronto’s then-burgeoning jazz club scene, Bey went on to achieve success in musical 

theatre, first as a performer and then with her own shows, including the groundbreaking revue Indigo, 

which told the history of blues music. Bey was well-known in her day, but has faded quickly from the 
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spotlight. Indigo and its successors were hits, and Rainboworld, Bey’s musical for children, was 

broadcast on CBC television, but it is not currently available to watch online. 

Salome Bey and Nathaniel Dett 

Our fourth and final Canadian Music Hero is Nathaniel Dett, who was born in Niagara Falls, Ontario in 

1882 and went on to become the most celebrated Black composers of his day in the United States. Dett 

was a classically trained pianist, organist, and composer, who believed that in order to show white 

audiences that the music of Black people had artistic legitimacy, it had to be translated into classical 

forms and ensembles. In a passage that reads very strangely today, Dett wrote: 

“We have this wonderful store of folk music—the melodies of an enslaved people ... But this store 

will be of no value unless we utilize it, unless we treat it in such manner that it can be presented 

in choral form, in lyric and operatic works, in concertos and suites and salon music—unless our 

musical architects take the rough timber of Negro themes and fashion from it music which will 

prove that we, too, have national feelings and characteristics, as have the European peoples 

whose forms we have zealously followed for so long.iv 

The highpoint of Dett’s public profile was the premiere his oratorio, The Ordering of Moses, which was 

broadcast on NBC in 1937, performed by the Cincinnati Symphony. The broadcast was mysteriously 

interrupted mid-way through, likely because of complaints from racist listeners, and never completed. 

Musicians in Canada have a lot of work to do, to rediscover this forgotten history and present it to our 

students and to reconstruct our understanding of our musical traditions in light of what we learn. As 
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Joseph Horowitz points out, classical music has an especially troubling history of excluding composers of 

colour. In his powerful essay “New World Prophecy”, Horowitz describes generations of Black 

composers who were celebrated during their lifetimes, only to find themselves written out of our history 

books by white composers and academics who diminished their legacy and dismissed their 

accomplishmentsv. We owe it to our students to illuminate and celebrate the human and artistic 

accomplishments of these incredible role models, and we owe it to ourselves and one another to 

reframe our artistic traditions in a way that honours them and their work. 
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